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Welcome to Spanning Boundaries
Bringing in the New Year we are releasing the second edition of our Spanning
Boundaries e-zine, but we can’t forget the Spanning Boundaries Online Forum held
at the end of 2020. The success of this event was a testament to the importance and
relevance of the focus of this project. The second edition of the bi-annual Spanning
Boundaries e-zine is dedicated to those who are spanning the boundaries between
academia, industry and wider society.
What is in this issue?
In this edition we will outline the events that took place during the Spanning Boundaries Forum and exhibit those individuals who were crowned as Spanning Boundaries Champions at the event (p. 38). The winner of our ”Best University-Business Cooperation” story, Kari Mikkelä is also highlighted in this issue (p. 16), along with two other
Spanning Boundaries agents: María Saiz from the University of the Basque Country,
who developed the designed the operating structure of the University of the Basque
Country's incubators (p. 20); and Kirsten Williamson, the founder and CEO of Petrus
communications (p. 18).
Staying in this vein, two of our experts, Christina Schönbacher (p. 24) and Irene Herremans (p. 28), document their experiences at the boundary between academia and
industry. In our “Expert Voices” section they summarise the journeys on which they
embarked to become the specialists they are today.
After gaining insights into how Spanning Boundaries agents are operating in practice, we took the next step and developed a solid framework for educating the next
generation of champions. In this issue we showcase our upcoming Spanning Boundaries Training Programme (p. 10). The theoretical and practical challenges to be completed in the programme, which will give participants the tools to break down the barriers between academia and industry, are outlined. The programme is free of charge
and is Europe’s first dedicated training programme for Spanning Boundaries agents.
Finally, take a look at our featured Spanning Boundaries project partners, Istanbul
Technical University in Turkey (p. 34) and the University of Málaga in Spain (p. 36): two
institutions that are endeavouring to develop themselves as entrepreneurial universities and promote spanning boundaries on various levels.
The world of building partnerships may reach far beyond the scope of the Spanning
Boundaries project and this magazine. However, we hope these articles inspire your
curiosity and motivate you in your own style of “boundary spanning”. We wish you and
your loved ones health and safety during the ongoing pandemic.
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WHY TO SPAN BOUNDARIES?
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Foster dissemination and exploitation of the
Spanning Boundaries Workshop Programme
Toolkits across Europe, as well as building capacity through Cascading Workshops, and
learning sessions and networks to be offered in the national/international launch events
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Spanning Boundaries
Agents: Setting the
Stage
What does any future/current Spanning Boundaries
Agent need to know? This section delves into what
the Spanning Boundaries team has found so far and
sheds light on some important considerations.

What it Means to Be a Spanning
Boundaries Agent
A WORD FROM UIIN, PROJECT LEADER

Being a valuable intermediary and a
change maker - or Spanning Boundaries agent - requires many different skills,
personality traits and types of knowledge. Over the past few months, the
Spanning Boundaries team has been
hard at work investigating what it means
to be a Spanning Boundaries agent, and
what is needed to be effective in such a
role.
We spoke to a number of boundary
spanning professionals and, despite the
diversity in their fields and interests, they
indicated many of the same characteristics as being important when working
on the border between universities and
business. Qualities such as persistence,
resilience, excellent communication
skills and an entrepreneurial mindset
were commonly mentioned. One of the
UBC professionals even went on to state
that having “a little bit of stubbornness”
was. Having insights into what is needed
to make a success of oneself in this field
is the first step towards bridging the gap.
Skills and traits aside, the next important step to becoming a “Boundary
Spanning Champion” is to take action.
Our Spanning Boundaries Online Forum
event at the end of 2020 showcased the
activities that different professionals had
undertaken. From Film to Computer
Science, from research-based to applied
sciences – we listened to and engaged
in the discussions with those who were
making things happen and gained
some understanding of how they are
doing it.

bureaucracy; a shortage of resources
and funding; as well the lack of an institutional culture that is open to collaboration with potential industry/university
partners. The clearing of these barriers
requires the Boundary Spanning agent
to use problem-solving and effective
communication.
Thus, the Spanning Boundaries Project partners have delved into the world
of Spanning Boundaries professionals
to inform aspiring and practicing intermediaries and consequently help them
hone their craft. The journey is only starting – we are excited to bring our learnings to aspiring and practicing spanning
boundaries professionals with our upcoming Training Programme pilot-test. ■
Catherine Hayward (author) is a Junior Project Officer at University Industry Innovation
Network (UIIN).
Alexandra Zinovyeva is the Manager EU
Projects at University Industry Innovation
Network (UIIN) and Project Leader.

Opportunities to succeed as a Spanning Boundaries agent abound, and
barriers can be overcome with both
preparation and agility. Some frequently
mentioned barriers that boundary spanning professionals mentioned included
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It's All About
PEOPLE
What are the profiles of Spanning Boundaries
Agents? This section highlights the findings from our
investigation and presents you the first examples of
cooperation superheroes.

Kirsten Williamson is the founder and CEO of Petrus Communications, a company that works to bring companies together with university leadership, faculty, and students. Kirsten has been involved in
the creation and implementation of boundary spanning initiatives
that address goals of stakeholders, including The Global Engineering Deans Council (GEDC) Industry Forum and the Airbus Quantum
Computing Challenge. According to Kirsten, the key factors driving
success in boundary spanning activities are the clear identification of
a problem, an extensive understanding of the motivations of different
groups, the availability of financial resources, and personal and professional networks that are open to newcomers.

Profile
Kirsten Williamson
Founder & CEO, Petrus
Communications

Kirsten’s role as a Spanning Boundaries agent
Kirsten’s boundary spanning initiatives have included multiple high-profile
events that bring together businesses
and university leadership, faculty, and
students. These events can be centred around a specific topic or goal, or
a broader one such as innovation in engineering higher education. Although
Kirsten has been involved in the implementation of dozens of boundary spanning initiatives throughout her career,
recent ones include:
•• The Global Engineering Deans
Council (GEDC) Industry Forum;
•• The Airbus Quantum Computing
Challenge;
•• The Dassault Systèmes Innovate for
Sustainability Challenge.
What is Kirsten's main motivation?
Kirsten is driven to span boundaries
between universities and businesses by
a desire to positively impact society as
a whole, and particularly regions struggling with economic development like
the one she grew up in. She believes
that this can be done through the provision of quality education (especially
STEM education) that is in line with the
needs of companies, through providing individuals with information about
opportunities, and by giving them the
chance to interact with both educa-
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tion providers and employers. In doing
this, students can more effectively apply knowledge and skills learned to local/national/regional/global challenges,
as well as achieve personal growth and
development. She uses her company to
achieve these ends as well, stating that it
is important to her that her employees
“learn and grow and develop as a result
of the work they do while they’re at Petrus Communications”.
How important is having specific
knowledge, skills or traits?
Kirsten highlights observational skills
which allow individuals to identify needs
in their environment that have been addressed inadequately.
She secondly emphasizes interpersonal skills, since it is the responsibility
of the boundary spanning individual to
understand different groups and bring
them together in a way that they feel
comfortable, but allows them to “take a
step beyond their comfort zone”.
Empathy, or the ability to “dig deep”
and truly understand what others are
thinking and feeling is a crucial skill
when spanning boundaries, according
to Kirsten. In her case, it is one she was
able to develop due to her marketing
background.
What are some drivers or success
factors for a fruitful cooperation between academia and industry?
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Kirsten stresses that a lack of understanding of the motivations and perspectives of other groups can be a major
barrier to successful boundary spanning
activities. Additionally, a lack of funding
can be a significant barrier, and Kirsten
mentioned the struggles that she and
her company have in securing funding
for collaboration activities, which has
sometimes prevented them from initiating or maintaining activities. Networks
limited to only one group can also pose
a challenge when trying to identify and
connect with relevant stakeholders – a
key step in the collaboration process.
In terms of drivers, stakeholders don’t
necessarily need to have the same motivations when collaborating, however,
when these varied motivations lead to
stakeholders striving to solve a common
problem or address a common need,
collaborations are more successful.
When building economic/innovation
ecosystems, geographic proximity is
important. Kirsten gave the example of
the Cambridge Innovation Center (CIC)
in Boston, USA to illustrate this. The CIC
combines startups, venture capital firms,
and others in one location and encourages interaction between the groups.
Kirsten further cites the involvement
of a collaboration “champion” who can
build critical support for collaborations,
especially in the early stages. ■

"What we’re able
to do, by bringing
together these
different groups,
and by observing
what’s motivating
for students right
now and in a
growing way, we’re
able to put topics
on the table that
maybe universities
and companies
would not look at
in such a focused
way…Topics that
will have an impact
on society or the
environment of the
local community".

Monica Collins (interviewer) is a Researcher
& Lecturer at Institut Mines-Télécom Business School (IMT-BS).
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Kari Mikkelä has five decades of boundary spanning experience behind
him and believes strongly in mission and impact-driven orchestration.
This is where the key job of a Spanning Boundaries agent is to be an innovation orchestrator/producer, who helps others to make use of all opportunities, prototype solutions and deploy them into practice. Urban
Mill is a “public- private -people- partnership” initiative, started in 2013.
It is simultaneously a co-creation space, community and a service. Located at the heart of Aalto University campus, its main partners are the
City of Espoo, Aalto University and “Academic Engineers and Architects
in Finland TEK”.

Profile
Kari Mikkelä

Co-Founder, Urban Mill

Kari’s role as a Spanning Boundaries
agent
Kari and his colleague, Lars, have been
able to implement cooperation across
the “quadruple helix” through activities
such as joint prototyping, co-creation,
curriculum development and delivery,
consultancy, shared resources and spaces, and entrepreneurship and startup
creation. All this has been made possible through the vast number of individuals and organisations that they have
brought together:
•• 150 000+ people participated in
3500+ registered events;
•• 15 000+ visitors hosted, from Finland
and abroad;
•• 1 000+ pioneers involved in service
co-creation;
•• 1 000+ organisations and projects as
platform users.
What is Kari's main motivation?

while things.”
How important is having specific
knowledge, skills or traits?

"Boundary spanning
in innovation creation
should be closer to
movie production
- first you have a
synopsis, you assemble
the production, collect
the talent, produce the
output, and then sell it
to the market".

Kari emphasises two things: He has
always had a passion for helping others,
and he wants to create: “Routines bore
me. I would die inside if I was an accountant. You could call me a creative.”

Toni Pienonen (interviewer) is a Partner at
Crazy Town.

Kari continues, stating, “I’m not a theoretical person! From an industry and
society point of view, universities are creating people that are too theoretical and
this direction has only grown stronger in
Finland.”
What are some drivers or success
factors for a fruitful cooperation between academia and industry?
Kari claims that all barriers are relevant: funding, structures and cultural
issues; and If you truly want to do valuable things, you need to generate impact. However, when involved in multiactor initiatives, everyone has their own
goals and shared goals are not a priority.

He further states: “I don’t want to do
boring stuff anymore. There are so many
projects out there, where you have to do
exactly what the project paper says. I’d
rather spend the money on more worth-
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According to Kari, Spanning Boundaries agents solve systematic problems,
thus they require a general understanding of how the world around them
works: “When I studied, I read a little bit
about everything. In a factory environment, I got hands-on practice in how
everything works: from the factory floor
to RDI planning. It is really important to
understand the whole picture.”

Conflicting business models may make
things difficult and making a change is
rarely good for everyone involved. However, working with the community of
practice of “best-practitioners” means
learning from the best. Furthermore,
support from top leadership is also important. ■
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From an early age she was involved in the
design of employment and self-employment policies in Biscay and participated
in European projects. She became part of
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) and
developed her PhD on entrepreneurhip.
Shortly after defending her thesis, she was
appointed Director of External Relations at
the University of the Basque Country, and

Profile
María Saiz Santos

created and managed four university incubators. Nowadays, she is an Economics and
Business professor and researcher, Executive
Director of GEM Basque Country and part of
the Management Committee of GEM Spain,
chairwoman of Basque Entrepreneurship
Observatory EEB-OVE and director of the
Entrepreneurship Master’s MBAe3.

Director MBAe3 Master’s,
University of the Basque
Country
María’s role as a Spanning Boundaries
agent
•• Creation of the University of the
Basque Country's incubators. She
designed the operating structure
of the incubators and created the
alliances with the collaborators, establishing the network to obtain the
necessary resources (connections
between the University, the Provincial Council of Biscay and the banks);
•• Development of top-down initiatives, e.g., creation of diverse entrepreneurial programmes, spaces and
technology transfer possibilities;
•• Implementation of a bottom-up
strategy, fostering the entrepreneurial spirit and intentions, developing
entrepreneurship training in the university (e.g. MBAe3);
•• Spanning Boundaries initiatives in
the teaching context, encouraging
and helping students to do internships and take advantage of different work experiences.
What is María's main motivation?
María finds it very motivating to have
the opportunity and the freedom to design and execute innovative initiatives.
She is passionate about improvement.
In the university context she is motivated by the idea of promoting and facilitating the transfer of research results to
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society. It is very important to her that
the research done at the university does
not remain in publications that nobody
reads, but that it ends up becoming
companies and products that reach society.

in her career have been her tenacity and
her capacity to create bonds and communicate. In this sense, her ability to
convince people has been fundamental.
She works at a very high pace and demands a lot from her team members.

Another motivation for María is the the
growth of the projects she has helped
over the years. In this sense, she explains
that the recognition received from these
entrepreneurs is higher than that obtained from the university. Many current leaders of large companies, which
are now benchmarks in their respective sectors, were once entrepreneurs
in the incubators that she created. This
is the best example of work developed
that is useful, and produces a significant
change in society.

She considers herself as a passionate,
courageous and impatient person, who
prefers to ask for forgiveness than to ask
for permission.

Finally, obstacles are also a great motivation for María. She highlights that they
are one of the key aspects that have driven her to continue during the years. She
is motivated by challenges and prefers
complex projects to simple tasks.
How important is having specific
knowledge, skills or traits?
Her PhD in entrepreneurship and employment policies served to theoretically
base her Spanning Boundaries activities.
Her continuous acquisition of knowledge has gone hand in hand with the
development of boundary projects.
The skills that have helped her most
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What are some drivers or success
factors for a fruitful cooperation between academia and industry?
Firstly, the position is an important
success factor of Spanning Boundaries
initiatives, it gives the capacity to act.
María believes that without a position
like the one she has, she would have had
the same attitude but would not have
been able to launch initiatives with such
an impact. Secondly, the network is also
a driver. Both the internal relations within the university and the external alliances with governments, other institutions
and universities condition the success of
the project. Finally, the communication
strategy and the visibility. She highlights
that if you do not make yourself visible
you don't exist.
There are barriers both in the university and in the industry context. The university culture influences the researcher’s behaviour and entrepreneurial
intentions. It is very difficult to promote
technology transfer in an environment
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"It’s important to
jump into things
even if their design
is not perfect, you
have to use trial
and error a lot to
get things done".

where the focus is on academic publications. Also, companies do not completely understand the functioning of the university environment and are not so open
to invest in it.
To overcome barriers, it is essential
to find Spanning Boundaries agents,
to create good teams, to know how to
adapt the message to the interlocutors
and to be very convincing in expressing
what you want to do. ■
Clara Plata Ríos (interviewer) is a Project
Technician at the University of Málaga (UMA).
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Expert voices
What does an expert in boundary spanning work
look like? This sections introduces two professionals
in the field who share their wisdom with us.

The Company Perspective
Christina Schönbacher

Background
Christina Schönbacher is the Senior
Manager of Employer Branding & Internal Communications at ams AG – a
global leader in the design and manufacturing of advanced sensor solutions.
In her role, Christina is also responsible
for Global University Collaborations, and
in 2019 launched the ams Sensor Innovation Challenge in collaboration with
Graz University of Technology which enabled students to work with world-leading ams sensors.
Christina joined the Austrian-headquartered ams AG three years ago,
which is a leading sensor solutions
company with about 9000 employees
world-wide. In her current role, Christina
focusses - next to Internal Communications - on the recruitment aspect of employer branding, with the aim of providing the company with attractive talent
through industry-university programs
Previously, for more than 13 years,
Christina was affiliated with the Medical University of Graz, where she led the
international relations office and was responsible for postgraduate education.
Being tasked with this job, it was her
responsibility to establish global relations and create a postgraduate education brand at the university. Already back
then, she was building relationships not
only with universities, but also with companies by ‘building bridges’ between
different organisations.
Christina has been involved as an active member of the Austrian business
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network, Wirtschaftsforum der Führungskräfte, for many years, particularly
as a frontrunner of its Young Leaders
Forum arm that brings together young
Austrian business leaders. Thus, being
very passionate about the business perspective whilst working at the university,
Christina also obtained her MBA in marketing and sales.
Christina’s role as a Spanning Boundaries agent
ams AG hired Christina due to her
prior experiences and her passion for
academia-industry interaction. She was
hence able to understand and speak the
‘business language’. Before her time in
the company, there was no dedicated
unit or person at the central level specifically responsible for university relationships and programmes.
In the company structure, Christina’s
position is embedded within global marketing communications. However, she
has established the so-called University
Programmes Committee and Board, a
dedicated group focused on university
relations that operates across departments and collaborates with human resources (HR), research and development
(R&D) units and different business divisions within the company.
Being a connector and Spanning
Boundaries agent herself, Christina is
motivated in her daily work by the willingness to bring together both academic and business worlds and establish the
win-win cooperation between ams AG
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and partnering universities. Also, within
the company, she brings together all colleagues who are driving university programmes to create an internal network
of Spanning Boundaries agents. Understanding the needs of both sides is also
essential to be able to secure and create
value for the stakeholders involved.
Furthermore, Christina is very passionate about working with students
and creating company programmes for
them, especially when she is able to provide them with relevant practical knowledge and actual business innovation
experience. She sees students not only
as potential employees, but also as potential future customers.
Whilst ams AG has many existing relationships with universities, especially
in R&D, previously there was no central function for the engagement with
academia. Therefore, Christina has initiated the development of this university
programmes’ board and committee
to ultimately create an interdisciplinary network of professionals within the
company that would drive university
relations. The management team has
supported the development of such an
effort and university-focussed activities,
hence acknowledging the importance
of centralising the company’s university
engagement.
Activities in which ams AG contributes to university-business collaboration
The ams AG university programmes
comprise the following tactics:
•• Participation in diverse career events
and fairs for recruiting purposes;
•• University racing teams sponsoring
– ams AG considers such engagement not only as an investment in
terms of financial resources but also
as the company’s technology promotion (e.g. automotive sensing);
•• Sponsoring of the dedicated programmes, where ams AG is being
engaged to become part of the ex-
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isting university programmes (e.g.
guest lectures, curriculum development);
•• Supporting student-run projects
and initiatives where a company
acts as a sponsor in terms of providing their technology;
•• Innovation challenges – challengedriven competitions co-organised
with university partners whereby
ams AG brings in the technology
and the university creates an elective subject as part of the curriculum
for students to work on a real innovation.
Innovation challenges
The company provides students with
the brand-new sensors (not yet on the
market), and students in turn look for
possible applications of the given technologies. The first pilot test of the programme was delivered in 2019 as the
‘Sensor Innovation Challenge’ co-organised in collaboration with Professor Dr. Alexander Bergmann, Head of
the Institute of Electrical Measurement
and Sensor Systems at Graz University
of Technology, Students from the study
programmes such as Electrical Engineering, Technical Physics, Biomedical
Engineering and Information and Computer Engineering were invited to define
a further use case for the spectral sensor, which was not yet launched on the
market.
Students worked on their project proposals under the supervision of their
university lecturers and company engineers in interdisciplinary teams. They
pitched their proposals to the jury and
finally, the two best student teams were
awarded with the prize money and the
optional opportunity to travel to one of
their global locations of their preference.
Whilst for students these kinds of innovation challenges provide the possibility to apply their knowledge and test
real and brand-new technology, the
company’s main motivation is to get the
students engaged with the latest ams
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technologies, gather feedback on the
designed innovations and get insights
into potential applications. However,
with this innovation challenge, the company is not expecting students to come
up with a new ready-to-market product
application. ams AG is rather interested
in getting a new perspective on the developed technology, whilst providing
students with the evaluation kit to try
out and get familiar with the sensorial
innovations.

Furthermore, she considers a Spanning Boundaries agent as an individual
who understands and speaks different
languages, and can build bridges between two worlds by connecting and
bringing stakeholders into mutually
beneficial collaboration. ■
Balzhan Orazbayeva (interviewer) is Manager of Strategic Initiatives at the University
Industry Innovation Network (UIIN).

The most critical success factors for
boundary spanning initiatives
Christina believes that there are a
number of critical success factors without which boundary spanning initiatives
would not come to fruition, including:
•• Top management support;
•• Interdisciplinary working within a
company: R&D, HR, Marketing Communications, Business Units – bringing internal connectors together;
•• Establishing initiatives based on existing relations between academia
and business.
Valuable personality traits for Spanning Boundaries agents
Christina believes Spanning Boundaries agents can be characterised as:
•• Passionate
•• Enthusiastic

Poster for the ams Sensor Innovation Challenge for students.
Image Credits: ams

•• Communicative
•• Open minded
•• Pro-active
•• Patient
•• Perseverant
•• Creative
•• Entrepreneurial
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The University Perspective
Irene Herremans

Dr. Irene Herremans is a professor in
Accounting and Environmental Management at the Haskayne School of
Business and holds a position in the
School of Public Policy teaching in
the Sustainable Energy Development
(SEDV) Master of Science programme.
She has won several awards for both her
research and teaching work, including a
university-wide Peak Educator award. In
addition, she has been named "Woman
of the Year" by the American Business
Women's Association and has been recognised for her overall contribution by
being named one of the "Outstanding
Young Women of America."
Irene has frequently been a guest lecturer for international accounting, environmental design, and environmental
science classes. She has taught management seminars and workshops in
Cuba, Slovakia, England, Ecuador, and
China, as well as international management programmes offered at the University of Calgary for managers from
various countries.
Irene’s involvement in boundary spanning activities centred around her supervision and teaching work as part of the
SEDV programme, which is an interdisciplinary programme combining courses
in business, engineering, law, and environment. Initially, the programme was
introduced in Ecuador with the support
of the national funding programme,
‘Global Affairs Canada’ that ultimately
aimed to provide education in developing countries.
Students are Irene’s main motivation. She is driven by her commitment
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to help students gain the knowledge
and insights needed, as well as to apply
these to a concrete problem. Irene’s ultimate aim is to help students with their
future career growth, especially seeking
out companies, both for- and non-profit
enterprises, interested in working with
them and ultimately hiring them, making their education not only academically sound but also industry relevant.
Activities in which Irene and her
organisation contribute to universitybusiness collaboration
Irene oversees the collaboration with
companies, both large businesses and
start-ups, however, much of the external
engagement occurs organically. The cooperation with companies traditionally
evolved from personal relationships of
the staff, and Irene in particular, with the
outside world, whereas now this kind of
engagement is actively being promoted
through university media and an industry showcase.
In terms of the Sustainable Energy
Development (SEDV) Master of Science,
the students are required to engage in
applied research through a capstone
research course and can choose to
work with companies or non-profit organisations for these purposes for approximately six months before presenting their findings. Early in the research
stage, they clarify their work at a 3-minute presentation to clearly define their
research question and its relevance. The
final presentation event (explaining their
findings) occurs in front of their companies, university supervisors, and other in-
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dustry representatives. To celebrate their
accomplishments at the end of the programme, they participate in an Industry
Showcase – an annual event attended
by about 200-300 people from various industries -- in which the students
present their work in poster format and
discuss informally with the attendees.
In a separate, but related initiative, the
SEDV students go to elementary and
junior high schools to deliver workshops
on many different topics related to energy and the environment and motivate
them in a “call to action.”
After the successful Ecuadorian experience with the SEDV programme, the
Academic Committee customised the
programme to the University of Calgary
setting and thus developed a hands-on
research experience specifically for the
communities in Calgary and the surrounding areas. When developing the
new programme, Irene had the opportunity to move the capstone research
project in the direction of experiential
learning to encourage students to work
on projects that were relevant to the local business and non-profit communities, allowing for a deeper integrations
of the interdisciplinary subjects. Irene
does not only teach as part of this programme, but also helps students define their actual projects and links the
students to organizsations from various
fields.
Every project has to have three dimensions including energy, environment, and an open focus that students
can choose themselves (e.g. social, indigenous, tech, economic, etc.). After
the companies pitch the challenge,
students define the concrete problem
based on the broad need that has been
presented. Approximately 50% - 75% of
the students work with the participating
companies or they will find a company
partner themselves, whereas the rest
will develop projects of their own interest. The students work with the companies for approximately six months before
reporting their findings and showcasing
their work.
In terms of financial support, there is
national funding for these kinds of re-
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search projects. Mitacs, for example, can
fund up to $15,000 Canadian per student working with an organisation (50%
invested by the organisation and 50% by
the various provincial and federal governments). During the Covid pandemic,
Mitacs developed a new and innovative
programme titled Business Strategy Internships, which allowed for a lower investment by the partner organisations.
In this programme universities were allowed to subsidisze the internship to
help organisations (both profit and nonprofit) maintain resilence in tough economic times. Mitacs’ mission is to connect industry with the post-secondary
institutions to solve organiszational challenges and to develop the next generation of researchers.
The most critical success factors for
boundary spanning initiatives
For supporting and growing boundary spanning activities, it might be helpful to have an advisory board or another
dedicated unit to support such activities
at the universities, because academics
may not necessarily be able to do everything by themselves. It is also important to set up guidelines and structures
that would support such engagement,
such as developing the necessary legal
agreements and non-disclosure agreements, if necessary. Even having a clear
overview of companies that the university is already working with (including
alumni) might help, because the activities might be scattered across different
schools and faculties and not necessarily
centrally managed. Having a dedicated
business liaison responsible for helping
academics obtain and maintain business connections should also be considered essential by universities.
In case of SEDV, to establish such a
comprehensive applied research programme, the support from the leadership has been essential. University managers have not only backed the idea of
creating such engagements, but have
acknowledged the need for higher education to adapt and be relevant, both in
terms of research and teaching. Hence,
the commitment of the university to-
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wards experiential learning and relevant
research has fostered the success of the
programme too.
The availability of marketing and promotional materials, as well as the Industry Showcase, have had a very clear multiplier effect because the programme
managers were able to attract more
businesses after a certain positive image
has been already established through
the high quality work of the students.

high quality work. ■
Balzhan Orazbayeva (interviewer) is Manager of Strategic Initiatives at the University
Industry Innovation Network (UIIN).
Irene on the roof of an orphanage
where an SEDV project in Mazatlan
Mexico was placing solar panels.

Characteristics found in effective
Spanning Boundaries agents
Irene mentions several characteristics of successful Spanning Boundaries
agents:
•• Being a broad thinker and having an
open mind;
•• Willingness to engage with the external organisations;

Irene and a group of students participating in
the Scotiabank run to raise money for an SEDV
solar power hub project in Burkina Faso.

•• Listening to the organisation’s story
and determining how it fits within
the course structure and requirements;.
•• Willingness to benefit students;
•• Providing lots of individual attention;
•• Rewarding and recognising boundary spanning activities;
•• Being able to balance normal academic duties with boundary spanning activities;
•• Embracing and believing in the
benefits of experiential and interdisciplinary learning.
Finally, Irene believes that Spanning
Boundaries Agents do not need to have
an in-depth knowledge in the technical
areas and industry fields because each
student has a technical academic supervisor and organiszation supervisor to
support the research work. What is important is for them to be able to convince
the organisations that the students have
something very specific to offer that will
benefit industry and to ensure that the
student follows through on providing

Images Credits: Irene Herremans
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They Nurture
Spanning Boundaries
Agents
What are the types of organisations that Spanning
Boundaries agents associate themselves with?
This section will highlight two of our Spanning
Boundaries project partners and the new Training
Programme.

Meet the partners:
İTÜ-GINOVA

İTU-GINOVA Entrepreneurship and
Innovation Centre was founded in May
2014, with the aim of being the meeting
point for entrepreneurship at Istanbul
Technical University (İTÜ). This, as well as
to be a bridge between the Campus and
İTÜ ARI Science Park Incubation Centre.
The goal of the centre is to boost the
entrepreneurship culture on campus
by turning İTÜ students and academics towards an entrepreneurial mindset
based on creativity, innovation and collaboration. The Centre enables the active participation of students, academics, graduates, business representatives
and entrepreneurs and provides mechanisms for these parties to share their expertise and experience freely - acting as
a catalyst for those who are interested in
innovation and entrepreneurship. Being
a meeting point for students from different departments of İTÜ, we promote
students to generate ideas together and
bring them into action.

While carrying these objectives, we
bring the following values to our work:
"passion for exploration", "courage", "creativity", "learning by doing" and "co-creation".

partments, by being the collaborative
space. This has been missing at İTÜ, with
a long history of the continental university model, which is based on almost
independent faculties. While working
on these goals, we work closely with student clubs, in the role of facilitator. In this
role, we steer their activities and accelerate their processes.

Students improve their entrepreneurial skills and knowledge at İTÜ-GINOVA.
Ideas and teams that are formed here
are supported by İTÜ-GINOVA with
coaching and mentoring services for
nascent entrepreneurs. They find an enabling environment for idea and team
development through İTÜ-GINOVA's
Entrepreneurship educational programmes, workshops, and mentorship,
and prepare for pre-incubation centres
that can provide them with more resources.

Along with making departmental
boundaries transparent, the Centre also
became a space for industry to take part
in university, directly. This is exemplified
by Tuesday Talks, where every two weeks
a guest speaker from industry meets
with students and academics. The talks
are open to the public, hence practitioners join students in the multi-faceted
discussions. The second programme,
Startup Huddle, of which İTÜ GINOVA is
the local chapter in İstanbul, brings new
ventures into the university to get feedback from the students, and students
and entrepreneurs ideate on the business venture ideas.

İTÜ-GINOVA has been making the
boundaries disappear, as it is the only
entity at İTÜ, that brings together students and academics from across de-

proachable by business firms as well as
NGOs. There have been several joint activities with these parties such as the GE
Leadership Camp and Junior Achievement Association Innovation Camp.
This year by making a new collaboration
with one of the most prestigious universities in Turkey, we have co-created the
Fire-Up Changemaker Community Programme, aiming to expand the student
community around design-centred innovation.
We welcome all actors working
around innovation and entrepreneurship to our centre! ■

The Centre has decreased bureaucracy and made the University more ap-

Meet the ITU-GINOVA project team:

Zeynep Erden Bayazıt
Associate Director

Students collaborating on their projects at ITU.
Image Credits: ITU Ginova
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Alper Yurttaş
Office Manager

Şebnem Burnaz
Professor
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Meet the partners:
University of Málaga
The University of Málaga has evolved
over the years to become an entrepreneurial University. This process has been
driven following the perspective of the
Service-Dominant (SD) Logic, where value is exchanged through the interaction
of the different actors in a framework. In
this sense, the University of Málaga has
evolved shifting from a university that
designs activities to promote entrepreneurship, to another that offers a suitable environment to the university community to explore, assess and exploit
ideas that can be converted into entrepreneurial activities.
Therefore, the university at institutional level is focused on the creation
of a startup ecosystem, providing the
context as a main value proposal. The
capacity to bring collaborators to the
ecosystem depends on the ability of
communicating the value with the high
innovative and entrepreneurial talent
available. At the same time, the degree
of exchange and the participation of the
different actors in the ecosystem is up to
university’s capacity to change the rules
constraining collaboration possibilities.
This role is quite related to finding
the right agents and parties that carry
and share knowledge to favour innovation. These agents, both individuals and
organisations, can be called Spanning
Boundaries agents or intermediaries.
They act as catalysts of creativity and
knowledge by collecting information,
expertise, skills, and experiences from a
heterogeneous mass of actors, and by
encouraging the interchange of ideas,
tools images and languages. Spanning
Boundaries agents’ roles lie in fostering interactions and relationships at the
actor-to-actor level and at the collective level through four main practices:
engaging, exploring, exploiting and orchestrating. Engaging is a way to build
connections in social networks, while ex-

ploring levers on knowledge and creativity in networks. This knowledge is fully
exploited in the third practice through
modifying and extending solutions,
and finally orchestrating is the definition of alignment and linkage of actors
to achieve innovation and overcome the
contextual divides.

Meet the University of Málaga
project team:

The University of Málaga has created the “Link by UMA-ATech” (Link)
as a structure that works as a Spanning Boundaries agent in itself. Link is
a common space for the university and
companies to generate creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship. Is a place
where the university community has the
chance to learn and experiment, while
companies find great professionals. Link
works as a hub, a place that connects
different actors from the innovation and
entrepreneurship ecosystem.

Rafael Ventura

Therefore, regarding engaging, at
Link-UMA the key activities in the development of an entrepreneurial university
are:

Vice-rector for Social innovation and Entrepreneurship

•• Identification of actors and their val-

ue proposals for the university community;
•• Creation of a friendly environment
for engagement and exchange
among actors, as well as the managing of networks and new members.
With the support of Link, the entrepreneurs create their companies (explore) and progress with them from
scratch. In addition, already established
businesses find new ways to keep growing. Exploiting is made possible thanks
to the Spin-off Contest, organised every
year with the aim of creating new companies promoted by researchers and/or
students. Finally, orchestrating is done at
institutional level thanks to the inclusion
of entrepreneurship in the core of the
strategy of the University. Entrepreneurship is specifically mentioned in relevant
documents such as the University’s statutes or its main strategic plan. Furthermore, there is a Vice-Rectorate for Social
Innovation and Entrepreneurship, and a
Strategic Plan for Innovation and Entrepreneurship. ■

The Creativelab Laboratories are a LINK by UMA training programme.
Image Credits: UMA

Clara Plata Ríos
Project Technician
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lems in the energy industry and its supply
chain. Learn more about David’s work, visit
David’s LinkedIn page.

Spanning Boundaries Forum

Recognising the University-Business
Collaboration Champions
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Innovative Education Story

From 2-3 December, a large group of
dedicated Spanning Boundaries agents
gathered to share and learn about tools,
frameworks and unique personal boundary spanning stories from across the globe.
This online gathering of practitioners, organised by UIIN, covered a wide range of
topics around university-industry engagement, with the main focus on PEOPLE –
those who are at the forefront of interaction, who break down the barriers between
academia and business and drive meaningful change and collaborative innovation
for their organisations.

University-Business Cooperation Story

During the forum, we heard and discussed 25+ stories from distinguished
Spanning Boundaries agents, with some
of them deserving special attention. We
are proud to present the winners & runners-ups of the first edition of the Boundary Spanning Champions Online Forum!

Runner-up: David Cameron with “Bridging the Gaps in Industrial Digitalisation:
Academics, Vendors and Users”. David,
Centre Executive Manager SIRIUS at the
University of Oslo, showcased how the
SIRUS collaborative research centre apply
cutting-edge computer science to prob-

Winner: Kari Mikkelä with “Urban Mill:
Agile Globally Networked Place-Based
University-Industry Innovation Facilitator and Orchestrator at Espoo Innovation
Garden”. Kari, the Executive Producer of
Urban Mill, told the story about how Urban
Mill promotes and facilitates collaboration
between quadruple helix actors to create,
prototype, validate and test new products
and services in real-life conditions. Learn
more about Kari’s work, visit Kari’s LinkedIn
page and see the article on page 16.
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Winner: Neil Fox with “Developing a
Commercial Film Production Ecosystem
in Academia with Pedagogy at Its Heart”.
Neil developed the filmmaker in residence
pilot at The Sound/Image Cinema Lab Falmouth University, which creates practical
possibilities for the students to be a part
of the real movie production. Learn more
about Neil’s work, visit Neil’s LinkedIn page.
Runner-up: Tanja Hulst with “360 Learning – Collaborative Innovation in Multihelix”. An Innovation Designer at Amsterdam
University of Applied Sciences, Tanja established a unique multifaceted network, that
connects entrepreneurs to the knowledge,
capacity (talent) and capital needed to innovate in accordance with the future-oriented missions of the government. Learn
more about Tanja work, visit Tanja’s LinkedIn page.
Boundary Spanning Tool
Winner: Stefan Brolin with “SPARK-ECG,
Measuring and Ensuring Consensus and
Coproduction with Industrial Partners.
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Identifying Success Factors”. Stefan and
the team at Jonkoping University developed an innovative tool for identifying
success factors at the end of each research project by asking companies why
they think the project has been valuable
and how it has affected them. Learn more
about Stefan’s work, visit Stefan’s LinkedIn
page.
Runner-up: Inge Oskam with “The
Degree-of-Engagement Diagram, a Tool
for Supporting Collaborative Business
Modelling for Sustainability by UniversityIndustry Cooperation”. Inge and the team
at Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences developed and piloted the tool,
that that can help programme and project managers of university-industry collaborations to manage the degree of engagements and roles of stakeholders in
the innovation ecosystems in which they
are involved. Visit Inges’ LinkedIn page.
Alongside the participants, the Spanning Boundaries Project partners from
IMTBS (Todd Davey), Meath County Council (Joe English), FH Muenster (Thomas
Baaken), ITU Ginnova (Zeynep Erden
Bayazıt), UIIN (Balzhan Orazbayeva) gave
valuable contributions to the discussion
throughout the forum and showcased
their experiences and expertise over the
keynote addresses and the plenary session. ■
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Crazy Town

Our Geographical Scope
Spanning Boundaries Project unites ten partners from network organizations, associations, research institutes, academia and business based in eight countries in Europe.
THEIR EXPERTISE AND IMPECABLE REPUTATION MAKE A
SOLID FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESSFUL ACHIEVEMENT OF
THE INTENDED PROJECT RESULTS.

European Association
of Institutions in
Higher Education
(EURASHE)

Meath County
Council (MCC)

University Industry
Innovation Network
(UIIN)

Momentum

The Consortium
Leading Partner

with the collaboration of

The Spanish
Chamber
of Commerce

Science-to-Business
MarketingResearch Centre
(S2B - FH Münster)
Institut Mines-Télécom
Business School (IMTBS)
The University of
Malaga (UMA)
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Istanbul Technical
University (ITU)
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www.spanning-boundaries.eu

CONTACT US
Alexandra Zinovyeva
Manager EU Projects
University Industry Innovation Network
zinovyeva@uiin.org

Spanning Boundaries Project

@SpanBoundaries
Balzhan Orazbayeva
Manager Strategic Initiatives
University Industry Innovation Network
orazbayeva@uiin.org
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